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Event Basics
The event took place August 28, 2013, from 5:00 PM to 10:00 PM, in the National Capital Region.
22 people representing 10 departments as well as the private sector (independent consultants)
participated. The event was organized and facilitated by volunteers and was strictly unofficial.
Participants included functional specialists, several managers and directors from information
technology, foresight, human resources, policy and program delivery backgrounds.
One of the defining characteristics was that it took place under the Chatham House Rule whereby
participants’ identity is not revealed, in order to encourage free and open conversation.
The evening began with dinner and conversation followed by an introduction to using Lego Serious
Play as a tool for discovering and articulating ideas.
Following a plenary session where participants revealed
their motivations for attending, a World Cafe structure was
utilized where participants spent 40 minutes at a table
discussing one of the four Blueprint 2020 principles before
moving to the next table.
Each table had a lead who was responsible for capturing
the conversation as well as bringing the next group up to
speed on what the previous group had discussed, the idea
being that subsequent groups could build on the efforts of
others. The tables were covered in paper and ideas were
captured using mind mapping techniques directly on the table top, in addition each table had a lego
model that the groups built and evolved over the course of the evening. Questions at each table
were designed with an appreciative inquiry philosophy, allowing us to focus on the positive.
The evening concluded with each table lead presenting the cumulative results to the entire group
and each participant voting to determine the most important ideas presented.

Memorable quotes
“When you are intrinsically motivated, it is like riding a bike downhill”
“Time to get out of the talking club and into the doing club”
“the lowering of inhibitions in the workplace’
“Thou shalt tweet, thou shalt share”
“We can get from here to there by ignoring the middle” (clay layer)
“We need Conditional Hierarchy”.
“Hierarchy is now an impediment to accountability”.
“Managers NEED people management training”
“Need to reduce "management by whim"
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Summary
This section attempts to distill all of the table
discussions into a few key points. It is followed by
more detailed notes from each table.

Top Three Items
1.
2.
3.

Decision making pushed down to the
lowest possible level
TBS policy that mandates openness and
knowledge sharing
Creation of a pervasive Work Market

A Whole of Government approach that
enhances service delivery and value for
money.
Top Ideas:
● Technology and culture, and culture first and foremost. An organization of

continuous learning.
● Public Servants will need to see action from Blueprint 2020 or they will lose hope.
● Collaboration is codified, open is the default and a business case is required for not
sharing across the GC

An open and networked environment that engages citizens and partners for
the public good; and,
A modern work place that makes smart use of new technologies to improve
networking, access to data and customer service;
Top Ideas
● Prototyping a beta world, that builds on
other’s work
● Self governing culture:
○ Governance and management based
on responsible autonomy
○ Transparent decision making and
social accountability
● Making room for mistakes so we can
learn from them
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A Capable Confident and High Performing Workforce that embraces new ways
of working and mobilizes diversity of talent to serve the country’s evolving
needs.
Top Ideas
● Create an open work market where
talent within the public service can
“swarm” towards the need at any
given time.
● Use performance measurement to
encourage collaborative behaviour
(e.g. performance bonus based on
knowledge shared)
● Foster adaptive leadership;
(autonomy, mastery and purpose)

For more information:
Contact @thomkearney or join the PS Learner group at http://www.meetup.com/Public-Service-

Leadership-Group/

Volunteers:
The following individuals volunteered their time and talent to help make the event a success:
Simone Choy, Certified Life Coach
Ellen Grove, Agile Coach & Trainer
Tineke Kuijper, President, Owner at Connective Capacity Consulting
Phonesavanh Thongsouksanoumane, Interactive designer
Sophie Tremblay, M.Sc. Communication
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1: Table Detailed Notes
Participants spent 30-40 minutes at three tables discussing the main principles of the Blueprint
2020 vision. This section provides an edited version of the data generated.

Table 1:
A Whole of Government approach that enhances service delivery and
value for money.

Top Ideas
●

Technology and culture, and culture first and foremost. An organization of
continuous learning.
● Public Servants will need to see action from Blueprint 2020 or they will lose hope.
● Collaboration is codified, open is the default and a business case is required for not
sharing across the GC
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What’s the closest we’re coming now?
Community of dedicated pioneers of proactive information sharing, that allow us to solve
others’ problems before they occur. Examples such as a standards-setting organization for
tech infrastructure, or governance for environmental assessments that gets the various
stakeholders working together.
All of this serves to make the Public Service world smaller.
Examples (such as GCforums or OPSpedia) of employees using trust, leeway, and
expertise to bootstrap prove the value of something, not just suggest it as a pilot.

What does the future look like?
The public service has a renewed identity, and there’s a virtuous cycle of growing trust
and value.
We work in a crowdsourcing/cloud model where resources and people can be deployed (or
self organize) to quickly respond to changing needs.
Collaboration is codified, much as Nick recently suggested.
The fight for openness is turned on it’s head, and openness is the default. Employees
have to write justifications/business cases for not sharing.
Open is the law.

How do we get there, or how do we get more people there?
Technology and culture, and culture first and foremost. An organization of continuous
learning.
For Blueprint 2020, public servants need to see action. Achievable wins, clearly
articulated, perhaps in a short term/medium term/long term framework. And then win them,
with a sustained commitment and a genuine sense of priority.
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Table 2:
An open and networked environment that engages citizens and partners
for the public good; and,
A modern work place that makes smart use of new technologies to
improve networking, access to data and customer service;

Top Ideas
●
●

●

Prototyping a beta world, that builds on other’s work
Self governing culture
○ Governance and management based on responsible autonomy
○ Transparent decision making and social accountability
Making room for mistakes so we can learn from them

Provide specifics examples of your actual work environment.
- Creation of a Twitter hash tag. Horizon Canada (HRSDC) #HZCA: an initiative based on
personal basis with new tools (in this case, Twitter)
Going from hard copy to mobile/digital.
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By rethinking the fax technology to reduce paper consumption.

Describe how the ideal world would look like.
-

Supportive to achieve common goal
Technology would facilitate our work towards common goal.
Collaboration is a must.
We would work in an agile way.
We would be open to the outside.
We would play in the same sandbox.
Pooling ideas and conversations would be a second nature.

Describe HOW to make this happen.
-

With furious leaders
With long term thinkers
By generating awareness
By promoting responsible autonomy
By creating a governance system based on people’s autonomy
By applying the Google’s 20% of working time to personal project.
Sharing knowledge
Developing a collaboration mania
Using big data
Installing a legacy system
Creating connectors
Creating a competency database
Performing an environmental scan of skills (who has what)
Harnessing the potential of everyone
Connecting platforms
Using three dimensions tools
Prototyping a beta world (where each item can change the condition of he next step)
Getting used to uncertainty
Creating a self-governed culture in a space where everyone can grow and innovate.
Create interfaces. A space within the infrastructure.
By being accountable to a community instead of a boss.
Share knowledge and best practices.
By building awareness on ideas/knowledge pooling.
By making room to make mistakes and learn from them.
By developing learning plans.
By syncing all the tools we have.
By fostering a culture of shift. Meaning using the tools we have efficiently and truly.
By using communities of practice.
By listening to each other.
By respecting and celebrating diversity.
By stopping to start from scratch.
By building on existing foundations.

Items that have been voted on
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Prototyping a beta world by building on each other’s work = 10
Developing a self-governed culture = 6 votes
Making room for meaningful insight = 4
Creating bridges between what already exist = 2

Words that have been individually identified as important
-

Space
Grow
Tools
People
Interface
Blog
Well structured
Potential
Innovation
Uncertainty
Prototyping
Bridging the industry and the public sector
Building infrastructure
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Table 3:
A Capable Confident and High Performing Workforce that embraces new
ways of working and mobilizes diversity of talent to serve the country’s
evolving needs.
Top Ideas
●
●
●

Create an open work market where talent within the public service can “swarm” towards the
need at any given time.
Use performance measurement to encourage collaborative behaviour (e.g. performance
bonus based on knowledge shared)
Foster adaptive leadership; (autonomy, mastery and purpose)

Model represents top two recommendations regarding achieving goal of this theme:
Organizational Design (4 below: from web-like hub and spoke organizational design to
distributed networked design (on the right) and the “Work Market” idea (5 below: increase
the ability of managers to match work with people as opposed to “jobs” with people. It
would enhance the ability of people to swarm towards work where they can use their
strengths or learn in areas of interest and managers to leverage the passion of this
synthesis).

IDEAS: What needs to change to realize this end state?
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1. Foster Adaptive Leadership by recruiting and training for flexible and adaptive
leadership competencies.
The most important leadership competency is adaptability. For leadership to be effective it
needs to be adaptive to the culture and personality of the followers, to the nature of the
work and to the nature of the context/environment. The capacity to motivate knowledge
workers and find and leverage their unique qualities (their diversity in other words) will also
require a leadership style that promotes the primary drivers of engagement according to
author Daniel Pink1, namely employee
● Autonomy – the freedom to self-direct their time, techniques, task and team
involvement
● Mastery – the ability to work on projects that grow their talents and skills
● Purpose – the understanding of why they are doing what they are doing not just how
to do it.
2. Implement Intentional Culture Change: Values required to create a culture of
Innovation, Creativity, Collaboration and Accountability are:
Self-awareness, “Responsible Autonomy”, “Conditional Hierarchy”, Humbleness,
Accountability, Legitimacy, Trust, Adaptability.
A culture that reflects these values may appear at odds with a control focused top down
hierarchy but we need to find a way to create as much “responsible autonomy” as possible
within a framework of continued accountability to Parliament. This balance between
accountability and autonomy required for creativity to flourish can be pursued by greater
emphasis on “minimum specifications” , the basic rules or values that everyone must
adhere to. Therefore, while rules should be reduced, emphasis on values should increase,
including through more sophisticated values based hiring practices.
3. Recognize and Award the behaviours that foster the culture of innovation and
adaptivity. Use PMAs and regular formal and informal feedback/evaluation processes to
positively reinforce those who innovate and collaborate and by giving them recognition and
mentoring responsibility to coach/help others in their efforts to become more collaborative
and innovative.
A current example of an “disruptive innovation” that should be supported is the effort of a
colleague at the CFIA to replace written briefings and powerpoints with a blend of visual
and verbal briefings using a variety of visual media, including animation and youtube
format.
4. Design: foster innovation through optimal usage of or change in physical or virtual
architecture. We need to move from current webbed hub and spoke organizational design
to a distributed knowledge networked design. We do this by:
● Storing information on internal GC web, unless classified.
1

http://www.danpink.com/books/drive

1
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● Creating real organizational and web based bridges between organizational
silos.
● Build more physical and virtual spaces for learning and sharing: shared spaces
in the office such as kitchens or shared workspaces with food. Places where
people want to come to meet naturally rather than stale, light deprived board
rooms. Spaces that intentionally drive shared solution discovery. web based
spaces where people who work on similar projects can learn about and from
each other and collaborate online.
● Senior Execs lead by example by using GCConnex for regular business
purposes, to share info that they would otherwise share by email, leaving direct
reports no choice but to join as well.
● Implement Cultural Change referenced under recommendation 2 above. The
distributed knowledge networked environment can not be created under current
primarily vertical information flows.
5.Enhance adaptability and “swarming” quality of government by adopting a “Whole of
Government Workforce” approach to Talent Management by creating a web-based
internal GOC work market (this could include jobs/positions but would not be limited
to jobs, it would also include work. Managers can reach outside their own teams for
expertise for work they may not have.
People’s skills need to be used in multiple departments, across silos and government must
create flexibility of job categories, classification, remuneration and billing to make this
possible. A voucher system should be considered for skilled public servants who would like
to be employees at large with a lower base salary that could be topped up through
assignments outside their home departments.
We do this by: Advertising jobs or work through GC forums or GCConnex by individual
directors. They can attract employees who would like to be considered for part time or full
time or short term assignments, almost consultant like.
How will we get there?
1. A different Change Communication Strategy 2: In our efforts to articulate and implement
each of these changes, make sure we touch upon the following four aspects:
A. Present a compelling case for change. What will happen if we do not change.
Prove to me we need this.
B. What we like about the future vision, what it will bring us as an organization that the
present lacks, why it why it will lead to the sustainability of the public service.
C. Address perceived downside of moving to future vision in the eyes of employees –
empathy and compassion for fears about future and loss as a result of the change.
Engage people in finding solutions for these issues. Spent most of your
communication and change management process time on this.
D. What is right about how things are, we won’t throw out the baby with the bath water.

2

Based on Robert Harris’ Strategic Influence for Change Model.
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2. Through BP2020 pilots with “coalitions of the willing”. Find early innovators in the
system who are willing to pilot ideas outlined above. Then evaluate and replicate and scale
up and out success stories

Appendix 2: Quote Data
Statements that were recorded throughout the evening, roughly sorted by theme.

Using LEGO... ʻitʼs like my hands are the search engine for my brainʼ
Beta World = Better world
“The future is here, it’s just not fully distributed”.

Leadership
Part of the problem is the ʻClay Layerʼ
Don't need leaders need trusters
“No more micro managers, more trusters”.
Need execs that will stick around
Leaders need to respect the decisions of those that came before
Value - culture - process that supersedes new managers
Need to reduce "management by whim"
Executives need to see themselves as public servants (not as something seperate)
Leadership cannot micromanage
We need fearless leaders - Political ﬁgures are not long term thinkers .... more like ﬂavour
of the month
No time for ADMs in pissing matches who get in the way of serving Canadians
Managers NEED people management training - starts with respect for others ideas
Shadow of leadership determined by whim

Culture
Culture of learning
More responsible autonomy
Need unallocated time
To harness the passion we need focus on scalable learning instead of efficiency of process
Applying Web 2.0
• We have to value Collaboration
• AIM to build trusting relationships and that it is valued
• Itʼs ok to screw-up ... WHAT is the lesson learned?
Lets not forget we have actually moved forward
Checking in with people
The lowering of inhibitions in the workplace
Twitter is based on generosity. It builds on itself. For The Government to work, it needs to
be like this. It needs to be more generous and forthcoming.Needs to create a world of
openness
When you are intrinsically motivated, it is like riding a bike downhill
We must not wait until everything is perfect
Promote successful examples of partnerships
14
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Generational Mix does not mean Barrier
Pacing ourselves like running a marathon without burning people out
“We need to tackle fear of diversity head on through dialogue and knowledge about
diversity”.

Structure
We can only get here through Community of Practices and Ethics
Time to get out of the talking club and into the doing club
Big change is required but we need to make some real, even if small changes
Has to come from the top
What could the clerk do to make it real?
- fireside chat
- respond on gcconnex
- need to demonstrate some action within next 12 months
We don't need a hub to web we need a dispersed network
Mobile and allowed to be innovative
Reachable via any means
aligning people with the work - work marketplace to use social media to align the needs
with the interest and abilities of the people
Government Ideas Moving to Government Village vs. autocracy
Can be done without control
Communities of practice
The value of communities is that they are neutral territories
“We need Conditional Hierarchy”.
“Hierarchy is now an impediment to accountability”.

Process
Transformation time is NOT budgeted
How do we get form here to there by ignoring the middle
Start with achievable wins - don't strive for perfection
Don't ask permission. Need to have the freedom to experiment
Westminster system - collaboration needs to be in the PMA
e.g. 12 times a year you need to reach outside your reporting structure
Thou shalt tweet, thou shalt share

Personal Action
Responsible Autonomy -Must be able to work with people without permission
Individuals can affect change by ignoring the hierarchy and reaching out directly to
colleagues in other departments (requires an understanding of the mandate and role, as
well as acceptance of some risk).
.
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Appendix 3: Reasons for attending - from lego warm up
See better with other people
Because it is a new path
For new ideas and new people
Systems thoughts and things that are
interconnected
To reach higher by building on the work of others
Because I want to fly Instead of ...
Eye on the future
Try something new
Because of Thomas reputation
Because of clerk and his awesome talk
The potential to look into the future a little
Too many people feel trapped and disengaged.
Because I want to be part of the future
Because I want to keep the ps strong and non
partisan
Because I think we can build something to be proud of
Hope to feel that my effort counts
Meetings like this are the building blocks of future good stuff
Hoping to bring some fresh ideas - want to help move it forward
Possibly do something like this at my dept.

Appendix 4: Evaluation Form Data
16 Feedback forms were collected the results are transcribed here.

What did you like most about the session?
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Discussions, common issues, food, networking, facilitation
Dynamic atmosphere
Meeting passionate people
Beer and camaraderie
Great engaging process and great group of people
Great conversation and variability/variety. And possibility for feather-ruffling.
The openness. The free-form discussion. Chatham House Rules. The spirit. The
mix of people. The venue.
Innovative approach, well organized
Legos! Diversity of people
Lego and camaraderie
Using different tools to create new ideas - wonderful!
Meeting passionate public servants and coole processes and openness - great food
too!
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●
●
●
●

Excellent session - i liked the discussion plus the lego approach
The creative approaches (lego, mind mapping) to prompt ideas and discussion
Collaboration, break out sessions
The openness

How would your rate the process used this evening?
On a scale of 1-5 with 5 being best
1

2

3

4

5

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X supper digged
it
X
X
X
X
X
X
X :(

How would you make it better?
● More time for lego
● Not much
● More structure on the steps between now and vision- some tools and processes to
bring people towards vision
● Longer lego exercises
● More wheels!
● Bigger people
● So great that I wish we could involve more people.
● More time allocation
● A bit more time
● Pre-brainstormed ideas so we could focus on solutions
● Have it a bit earlier
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